
Sebastian grew 5 radish. Stella grew 14
radish. How many radish did they grow
in all ?

Abigail was playing basketball. 11 of her shots
went in the hoop. 7 of her shots did not go in the
hoop. 
How many shots were there in total?

Layla has 8 pieces of gum to share with
her friends. There wasn’t enough gum
for all her friends, so she went to the
store to get 10 more pieces of gum. 
How many pieces of gum does Layla
have now?

Samantha has 3 pieces of gum to share with her
friends. There wasn’t enough gum for all her
friends, so she went to the store and got 6 pieces
of strawberry gum and 8 pieces of bubble gum. 
How many pieces of gum does Samantha have
now?

How many candies did you sell if you
sold 9 chocolate candies and 4 vanilla
candies?

Joseph picked 13 apples and Ellie picked 7 apples
from the farm. 
How many apples were picked in all ?

Today is Charles’s birthday, Noah blew
11 red balloons Thomas has 2 red
balloons. 
How many red balloons do they have in
all ?

Kennedy bought a big bag of candy. The bag had 6
blue candies, 4 red candies and 10 green candies.  
How many candies were there in total?

Evelyn was playing basketball. 4 of her
shots went in the hoop. 8 of her shots
did not go in the hoop. 
How many shots were there in total?

The restaurant has 9 normal chairs and 3 chairs
for babies. 
How many chairs does the restaurant have in
total?

Today is Elijah’s birthday, Hunter blew 6
fuchsia balloons Wyatt has 11 fuchsia
balloons. 

Violet has 8 pieces of candy to share with her
friends. There wasn’t enough candy for all her
friends, so she went to the store to get 10 more
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How many fuchsia balloons do they
have in all ?

pieces of candy. 
How many pieces of candy does Violet have now?

The hobby store normally sells 6
trading cards per month. In October, the
hobby store sold 13 more trading cards
than normal.  
In total, how many trading cards did the
hobby store sell in October?

Maya had 11 dimes in she bank. her dad put 1
more dimes in her bank. 
How many dimes does Maya have now ?

There are 10 scissors in the drawer.
Joseph placed 10 more scissors in the
drawer. 
How many scissors are now there in all
?

Mateo had 2 books at home. he went to the library
to take out 6 more books. he then bought 6 books.  
How many books does Mateo have now?

Ethan had 3 books at home. he went to
the library to take out 4 more books. he
then bought 12 books.  
How many books does Ethan have
now?

Natalie went to 7 notepad this year. she went to 9
notepad last year. 
How many notepad did Natalie go to in total ?
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The restaurant has 4 normal
chairs and 16 chairs for babies. 
How many chairs does the
restaurant have in total?

Today is Anna’s birthday, Scarlett blew 4 purple balloons
Owen has 9 purple balloons. 
How many purple balloons do they have in all ?

Aurora had 3 dimes in she bank.
her dad put 16 more dimes in her
bank. 
How many dimes does Aurora
have now ?

Aurora bought a big bag of candy. The bag had 4 blue
candies, 5 red candies and 10 green candies.  
How many candies were there in total?

Today is Liam’s birthday, Addison
blew 17 charcoal balloons Joshua
has 3 charcoal balloons. 
How many charcoal balloons do
they have in all ?

Today is Nova’s birthday, David blew 9 charcoal balloons
Riley has 7 charcoal balloons. 
How many charcoal balloons do they have in all ?

Scarlett had 6 quarters in she
bank. her dad put 5 more quarters
in her bank. 
How many quarters does Scarlett
have now ?

Caleb grew 3 radish. Andrew grew 17 radish. How many
radish did they grow in all ?

Henry grew 2 onion. Nora grew 18
onion. How many onion did they
grow in all ?

Today is David’s birthday, Caroline blew 15 fuchsia
balloons Liam has 4 fuchsia balloons. 
How many fuchsia balloons do they have in all ?

Audrey had 7 books at home. she
went to the library to take out 8
more books. she then bought 5
books. 

Henry has 6 pieces of bubble gum to share with his
friends. There wasn’t enough bubble gum for all his
friends, so he went to the store to get 7 more pieces of
bubble gum. 
How many pieces of bubble gum does Henry have now?
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How many books does Audrey
have now?

How many cakes did you sell if
you sold 13 chocolate cakes and
3 vanilla cakes?

Olivia had 2 quarters in she bank. her dad put 16 more
quarters in her bank. 
How many quarters does Olivia have now ?

Liam had 2 books at home. he
went to the library to take out 9
more books. he then bought 6
books. 
How many books does Liam have
now?

There are 5 spoons in the drawer. Ryan placed 5 more
spoons in the drawer. 
How many spoons are now there in all ?

The restaurant has 15 normal
chairs and 5 chairs for babies. 
How many chairs does the
restaurant have in total?

Aiden grew 7 lettuces. Luke grew 7 lettuces. How many
lettuces did they grow in all ?
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A restaurant served 12 cheese cakes during lunch
and 6 during dinner today. 
How many cheese cakes were served today ?

Samantha bought a big bag of candy.
The bag had 5 blue candies, 6 red
candies and 7 green candies.  
How many candies were there in total?

The restaurant has 5 normal chairs and 15 chairs
for babies. 
How many chairs does the restaurant have in
total?

Today is Nora’s birthday, Cameron blew
9 red balloons Jaxon has 11 red
balloons. 
How many red balloons do they have in
all ?

How many candies did you sell if you sold 16
chocolate candies and 2 vanilla candies?

Carter bought 4 chocolates and Jack
bought 4 chocolates on the beach. 
How many chocolates did they buy
together ?

Today is Ryan’s birthday, Claire blew 6 coral
balloons Anthony has 7 coral balloons. 
How many coral balloons do they have in all ?

Caroline grew 7 tomatoes. Emilia grew 9
tomatoes. How many tomatoes did they
grow in all ?

How many cakes did you sell if you sold 6
chocolate cakes and 14 vanilla cakes?

Alexander had 6 dollars in he bank. his
dad put 6 more dollars in his bank. 
How many dollars does Alexander have
now ?

Hazel bought 11 candies and Elijah bought 11
candies on the beach. 
How many candies did they buy together ?

Today is Mason’s birthday, Evelyn blew
9 yellow balloons Brooklyn has 6 yellow
balloons. 
How many yellow balloons do they have
in all ?
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Zoey was playing basketball. 8 of her shots went in
the hoop. 5 of her shots did not go in the hoop. 
How many shots were there in total?

Charles picked 8 mangoes and Lillian
picked 4 mangoes from the farm. 
How many mangoes were picked in all ?

How many cakes did you sell if you sold 13
chocolate cakes and 7 vanilla cakes?

Christian had 9 books at home. he went
to the library to take out 8 more books.  
How many books does Christian have
now?

The hobby store normally sells 12 trading cards
per month. In December, the hobby store sold 5
more trading cards than normal.  
In total, how many trading cards did the hobby
store sell in December?

Today is Henry’s birthday, Victoria blew
7 olden balloons Luna has 5 olden
balloons. 
How many olden balloons do they have
in all ?
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Jack bought 6 bubble gums and
Elizabeth bought 6 bubble gums on
the beach. 
How many bubble gums did they buy
together ?

Zoe has 3 pieces of gum to share with her friends.
There wasn’t enough gum for all her friends, so she
went to the store and got 6 pieces of strawberry gum
and 8 pieces of bubble gum. 
How many pieces of gum does Zoe have now?

The hobby store normally sells 5
trading cards per month. In
September, the hobby store sold 14
more trading cards than normal.  
In total, how many trading cards did
the hobby store sell in September?

How many gums did you sell if you sold 11 chocolate
gums and 6 vanilla gums?

Violet was playing basketball. 11 of
her shots went in the hoop. 2 of her
shots did not go in the hoop. 
How many shots were there in total?

The hobby store normally sells 5 trading cards per
month. In December, the hobby store sold 15 more
trading cards than normal.  
In total, how many trading cards did the hobby store
sell in December?
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